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TAMIL NADU SALT CORPORATION LIMITED
LLA BUILDING 4th Floor, 735, ANNA SALAI,
CHENNAI – 600 002.
(An ISO 9001 : 2015 Certified Company)

TENDER DOCUMENT
Tender No

:

15/FS/2019

Name of the work

:

Tender for packing of 10,000 tonnes of NonIodised Refined Free Flow Salt in 30Kg/50Kg
master bags by proper filling, weighment,
stitching and stacking in the area allotted for
despatch at Mariyur Valinokkam Salt Complex,
Valinokkam, Ramnad District for the period
from 01.04.2019 to 31.03.2020.

Last date and time
for receipt of sealed
tender

:

28.02.2019 by 11.00 AM
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Cost of Tender Form: Rs.625/TAMILNADU SALT CORPORATION
LIMITED MVSC, VALINOKKAM
‘PART A – TECHNICAL BID’
This should be submitted in a separate sealed cover along with other documents,
Super scribing as ‘PART A – TECHNICAL BID’ on the top of the envelope.
Tender “For Packing of 10,000 tonnes of Non – Iodized refined free flow
salt in 30kgs/50kgs master bags by proper filling, weighment, stitching
and stacking in the area allotted for dispatch at MVSC, Valinokkam”
1. Name of the Tenderer with full

address, Cell No. Email- ID in
BLOCK LETTERS. Please furnish income
tax and VAT registration number. :
2. Whether you are a Proprietory/Partnership

Company, necessary Certificate
Agreement should be enclosed

Deed/
:

3. Do you have previous experience in

similar nature of work or such works
involving mobilizing of sufficient labour
force daily.
Furnish relevant documents for the same.

:

4. Whether you have furnished EMD as

prescribed . If you are exempted form EMD/ :
Security Deposit please furnish
necessary Documentary evidence
5. Whether you have earlier received any

order from TNSC Ltd. for such type of
work.
Whether you have completed the work
in time satisfactorily
6.

Whether you have undertaken such work
for any other Govt. Department or Govt.

: Companies. If so furnish details
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7.

Whether you are an Income Tax/service
taxAssessee. Please furnish copy of your latest
Income Tax / service tax Clearance Certificate.

8.

Whether you have capacity to complete
the work in time to keep up schedule
of despatches

7.

Whether you are agreeable to abide by
all the terms and conditions as presctribed
in our tender conditions.

:

Essential qualifications required under Part- A Technical Bid:
1. The tenderer should remit EMD as prescribed in the tender.

STATION
: DATE :

Encl: Terms and conditions of Tenderer

SIGNATURE OF THE TENDERER
AND SEAL
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PRE-REQUISITE QUALIFICATIONS REQUIRED UNDER
PART-A TECHNICAL BID.
1.

The tender should furnish EMD as prescribed in the tender. (EMD fixed at 1% of
the tender value.

2.

An average annual turnover of the tenderer for the last two (2) audited years shall
be not less than Rs.20 lakhs. The same should certified by a Registered Chartered
Accountant.

3.

The tenderer shall have atleast 2 years experience in carrying out similar nature of
work in any of the Salt Refinery. Should enclose certificate obtained from the
firm to whom the work was carried out successfully.

4.

The tenderer should be registered labour contractor and should possess EPF code.
The document to the proof of the above should be enclosed.

5.

The tenderer should furnish the photo copy of the PAN number.

Signature of the tenderer
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TAMILNADU SALT CORPORATION LIMITED
( A GOVERNMENT OF TAMIL NADU
UNDERTAKING) MVSC VALINOKKAM
INSTRUCTIONS TO TENDERERS
Sealed Tenders are invited by Tamil Nadu Salt Corporation Limited,
Valinokkam for the work of
Tender “For Packing of 10,000 Tonnes of Non – Iodized refined free flow
salt in 30kgs/50kgs master bags by proper filling, weighment, stitching
and stacking in the area allotted for dispatch at MVSC, Valinokkam”
As per the following terms and conditions.
1.

The tender should submit Part A- Technical Bid and Part B- Price Bid
separately in sealed cover and the same should be enclosed in another cover
superscribing there in the subject of the tender, tender reference number and
due date of opening of the tender.

2.

The tender should be addressed to the Project Manager, Tamilnadu Salt
Corporation Limited, Valinokkam – 623 528.

3.

The tender should reach the Project Manager, Tamilnadu Salt Corporation
Limited on or before 11.00 A.M. on 28.02.2019. Tender received after that
time and date will not be accepted.

4.

The tender should be accompanied by an Earnest Money Deposit of
Rs.15,000/- by means of DD/cash drawn on any Nationalised Bank in favour
of Tamilnadu Salt Corporation Limited payable at Valinokkam. Tender
received without EMD will be summarily rejected.

5.

The tender will be opened by Project Manager, Tamilnadu Salt Corporation
Limited in the presence of tenderers who choose to be present at 11.30 A.M.
on 28.02.2019. The Corporation reserves the right to conduct or not to
conduct negotiations. Therefore, the rates quoted should be firm. In case of
negotiations, the tenderers or their authorized representative should be
present at the time of opening of the tender and participating in the
subsequent negotiations. It shall be noted that if the tenderers or their
authorized representatives do not choose to be present at the time of opening
the tenders and in case negotiations are held, the rates quoted in the tender by
them would be taken as final.

Signature of the tenderer
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6.

The tenderers should quote firm rates both in figures and words separately
for each item of work as indicated in the tender form enclosed.

7.

If the tender is not accepted, the EMD will be refunded within two months to
the unsuccessful tenderer on getting requisition for refund of EMD in writing.

8.

The EMD of Rs.15,000/- will be adjusted against the Security Deposit in
respect of successful tenderers for satisfactory performance of the contract
and to cover loss, shortage etc. The EMD and the SD will not carry any
interest.

9.

The tenderer should take all the insurance including third party towards the
above contract and no liability what so ever is to be claimed from the
Corporation.

10.

The tenderer should meet out all the statuary obligations.

Signature of the tenderer
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GENERAL CONDITIONS
1.

The full and complete particulars of the work will be given to the Contractors
soon after the agreement is executed.

2.

The Contractor shall not assign or sub-let the Contractor or any part thereof
without the prior written approval of the Corporation.

3.

The Contractor or his authorized agent and his workers will be permitted to
enter into the complex for carrying out the work until the agreement is alive.

4.

The work should be completed within the prescribed time limit. The
Contractor shall be permitted to carry out the work until the agreement is
alive.

5.

At the time of execution of work, the Contractor himself or his authorized
agent should be present in the spot for supervising the work to ensure proper
execution as per terms and conditions of the agreement.

6.

The Contractor is fully responsible for the discipline of labourers engaged by
him. If any of his labourers goes beyond that limit and quarrels,
unnecessarily without supervising Officers/Staff, the contract will be
terminated without any notice therefore.

7.

Packing machines including sealing machine, stitching machine weighing
scales will be provided by the corporation as per requirement depending on
the volume of the work based on the request made by the contractor. The
contractor should sign in the indent and get the packing machine and the
materials.

8.

The Contractor should return the materials received from the Corporation
intact after the work is completed. If any materials are found missing, the
cost of the same will be deducted from the bill payable to him.

9.

Every tenderer is expected before quoting his rates to inspect site of work so
that the rate for various items can be assessed to his satisfaction.

10.

The tenderers should quote specific rates in Part B in a separate sealed cover
for each items in the schedule and the rate should be in Rupees and Paise.
The schedule accompanying the tender should be written legibly and free of
corrections. The corrections, wherever unavoidable should be made by
crossing out, initialing and rewriting. The rates should be written both in
words and figures.
Signature of the tenderer
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11.

The tenderer should affix his signature at the end of each page of his tender
and attach other documents there to. The accepting authority will also
similarly affix his signature to the accepted tender.

12.

The contractor may construct his shed for keeping safe the materials that
may be issued by the corporation for the execution of work and his own
materials. Necessary space required for the constructions of shed will be
allotted by the corporation if required.
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Necessary packing machine arrives will be provided by the corporation and
maintenance will be attended by corporation Staff.

DISPUTE
(a)

All matters related to this tender shall be decided by the Managing Director,
Tamilnadu Salt Corporation ltd., which shall be binding on the parties. In case of
failure, the dispute shall be referred to award of the two arbitrators and to be
appointed by the Tamilnadu Salt Corporation Limited and the other by the tenderer.
The two arbitrators shall appoint an umpire in advance of their consideration of
any points of disputes. The decision of the arbitrator in the case of the former and
that of the Umpire in the case of letter shall be final and conclusive and binding
on both the parties. The provision of the Indian Arbitration Act 1940 (act 10 of
1940) and the rules made there under and any statutory modification thereof shall
be deemed to form a part of the contract

(b)

The venue of such arbitration shall at Chennai city only. Arbitration suits or any
other claims filed in any court of law outside Chennai city will not be binding on
Tamilnadu Salt Corporation Limited.

Signature of the tenderer
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SPECIAL CONDITIONS
1.

The work should be commenced immediately on receipt of the work order
and carried out as per the schedule prescribed.

2.

Necessary packing materials like 30Kgs / 50 Kgs master bags, weighing
machine, stitching machine, cone threads will be provided by the
Corporation.

3.

The contractor shall engage maximum number of workers to pack 150
tonnes of refined free flow salt per day.

4.

The contractor must ensure that the RFF production should not get stop due to
silo full. In such a case the contractor is responsible for the production loss.

5.

Refinery will be in operation for 24 hrs / day and contractor should continue
the packing operation round the clock to ensure that silo should not reach its
full capacity.

6.

Bill will be prepared at regular interval, depend up on quantity transported to
DFS plant with reference to Gate passes issued by the corporation for each
trip.

7.

Filling and weighing of salt in 30 kgs / 50 kgs should be carried out in the
presence of TNSC staffs.

8.

The salt packed should be properly stacked in place specified therefore

9.

The Contractor is responsible for employing with the provision of labour
amenities in respect of labourers engaged by him as per the labour laws.

10.

The Managing Director, Tamilnadu salt corporation Limited, Chennai-2
reserves the right to reject any tender or all the tender without assigning any
reasons therefore. Tenders not submitted in proper form in due time shall be
summarily rejected.

Signature of the tenderer
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PRICE BID
TAMIL NADU SALT CORPORATION LIMITED
(A GOVERNMENT OF TAMIL NADU ENTERPRISE)
LLA BUILDING,735 ANNA SALAI,
CHENNAI 600 002.
Tender No.15/FS/2019
(To be submitted in a sealed cover)
(Tender form for quoting the rate for packing of 10,000 Tonnes of Non – Iodized
refined free flow salt in 30kgs/50kgs master bags by proper filling, weighment,
stitching and stacking in the area allotted for dispatch at MVSC, Valinokkam)
Tender “For Packing of 10,000 Tonnes of Non – Iodized refined free flow
salt in 30kgs/50kgs master bags by proper filling, weighment, stitching
and stacking in the area allotted for dispatch at MVSC, Valinokkam”
SL.
No.

Quantity

1.

10,000
MT

Name of the work

Unit
Figures

Tender “For Packing of
10,000 Tonnes of Non –
Iodized refined free flow
salt in 30kgs/50kgs master
bags by proper filling,
weighment, stitching and
stacking in the area
allotted for dispatch at
MVSC, Valinokkam”

RATE
IN
Words

One
Tonnes

Signature of the tenderer

